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EULER LEONHARD 1976 Die Berliner und die Petersburger Akademie der Wissenschaften 
im Briefwechsel Leonhard Eulers. Teil 3: Wissenschaftliche und Wissenschafts- 
organisatorische Korrespondenzen, 1726-1774. (Quellen und Studien zur Geschichte 
Osteuropas, Vol. III). Berlin (Akademie Verlag). 408 p. Edited by A. P. 
Yushkevich and E. Winter, this is the concluding part of the publication of Euler’s 
Berlin and Petersburg Academy correspondence. This part is concerned with both 
scientific and scientific organizational matters. Only 22 of the 314 letters have 
been previously published. They are chronlogically arranged under correspondent 
with detailed notes. The index includes dates and brief identification for 
approximately 600 names. (ACL) . #789 -* 
DIEUMlNNfi JEAN 1977 Panaorama des mathematiques pures: le choix boubachique. 
Paris (Gauthier-Villars). 302 p. (Collection “Discours de la M&hode”) . The 
encyclopedic Seminaire BOURBAKI series is here put into a summary topical order. 
For example, under B VI, Mathematical Logic, a 6-page exposition of the topics 
covered with references to the series and to other literature, is given, followed by 
a listing of mathematicians (with dates) under the sub-fields in which they are most 
prominent. Bibliography of 199 items and index. (ACL) . t790 -* 
LOUVAIN, STEDELIIK MUSEUM 1976 550 Jaar Universiteit Leuven, 1425-1975, Leuven 
(Louvain), Stedeliik Museum. 565 p. Illustrated commemorative exhibit catalogue 
depicting the 550-year history of the University at Louvain. BELGIUM. Includes the 
development of mathematics teaching into an independent faculty. (ACL). #791 -* 
FIERZ MARKUS 1977 GIROLAMO CARDANO (1501-1576): Arzt, Naturphilosoph, Mathematiker, 
Astronom und Traumdeuter. Basel/Stuttgart (BirkhBuser Verlag). 140 p. (Poly 4: 
Schriftenreihe der Eidgenossichen Technischen Hochschule Zilrich). In an attempt to 
balance the emphasis usually given Cardano as mathematician, this work is mainly 
concerned with him as a physician, Naturphilosoph, astrologer and dream-reader. @CL) 
u792. - 
SWETZ F J & KAO T I 1977 Was PYTHAGORAS Chinese? An examination of RIGHT TRIANGLE 
THEORY in ANCIENT CHINA. (P ennsylvania State University Press). 75 p. (The Penn. 
State Univ. studies, No. 40). Includes a translation of the ninth chapter of CHIU 
Ctl4NG SUAN SHU: KOU KU, 3rd century B.C. The title query refers to the question of 
who was first to demonstrate the universal validity of “Pythagoras’s Theorem”. (ACL) . 
u793. - 
PEIRCE C S & EISELE CAROLYN editor 1976 The New Elements of Mathematics by Charles 
S. Peirce. Vol. 4: MATHEMATICAL PHILOSOPHY. Hague/Paris (Mouton) & Atlantic 
Highlands, New Jersey (Humanities Press). 393 p. The first three volumes were 
abstracted in HM #394. and volume 1 reviewed in HM 4, 355-360. with a comment on the 
review by the editor in HM 5, 91-92. With a frontispiece photograph of Peirce with 
his horse, this concluding volume contains writings on such subjects as: LOGIC OF 
HISTORY, QUALITATIVE LOGIC, MEANING, PRAGMATISM, QUANTITY, & COLECTIONAL & MATHEMATI- 
CAL INFINITY, DICHOTOMIC MATHEMATICS, MAP COLOURING, PHYSICAL GEOMETRY, CONCEPTIONS 
OF MODERN MATHEMATICS. (ACL) . u794 -* 
COPERNICUS NICHOLAS 1978 On the revolutions. Nicholas Copernicus, Complete works, 
II. Warsaw/Cracow (Polish Scientific Publishers). 450 p. This long-awaited 
English translation and commentary by Edward Rosen continues the Polish Academy of 
Sciences’ project to publish multi-language editions of Copernicus’ works. Volume 
I presented the facsimile of the manuscript of the Revolutions. The present 
translation avoids the “modernizing” of the previous English translation by C. G. 
Wallis in the Great Books of the Western World series, 1952, and incorporates the 
latest scholarship in its extensive commentary. (ACL) . !f795. - 
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RAMSEY F 1978 Foundations: Essays in PHILOSOPHY, LOGIC, mathematics and ECONOMICS. 
Atlantic Highlands, NJ (Humanities Press). (International Library of Psychology, 
Philosophy and Scientific Method). 287 p. This is a substantial revision of R. P. 
Braithwaite's edition of works by Frank Plumpton Ramsey (1903-1930), Foundations of 
Mathematics and other Logical Essays, 1931. This new edition is edited by D. H. 
Mellor and contains previously unpublished material. TAXATION. SAVING AND 
INVESTMENT. Bibliography of Ramsey's works. (ACL). #796 -* 
PINGREE D 1978 The YAVANAJATAKA of SPHUJIDHVAJA. Cambridge/London (Harvard 
University Press). (Harvard Oriental Series, 48). 2 ~01s. The text and translation 
of the earliest extant Sanskrit work on ASTROLOGY, A.D. 269/270, with a commentary 
and an account of its Greek origins and subsequent influence in ANCIENT INDIAN 
SCIENCE. (ACL). #797. - 
SHULMAN D 1976 An annotated BIBLIOGRAPHY of CRYPTOGRAPHY. New York (Garland 
Publishing, Inc.). 400 p. Contains over 3,000 entries, chronologically arranged 
(with an index) from 1518 to 1975, and includes related works such as those on 
COMPUTERS. (ACL). #798 -* 
LUTZ L et al., editors 1977 Lexikon des Mittelalters, Bd. 1 Aachen - igypten. 
Miinchen/Ziirich (Artemis Verlag). 223 p. The first volume of a dictionary of the 
MIDDLE AGES. Articles relating to mathematics are by Erwin Neuenschwander. (ACL). 
#799. - 
SZABb A 1977 Les Debuts des Mathgmatiques Grecques. Paris (J Vrin). 403 p. A 
translation from the German, Anhnge der griechischen Mathematik, 1969, (The 
Beginnings of GREEK MATHEMATICS) by M. Federspiel. No new material has been added 
to this edition. (ACL). #800. - 
PIEPER H 1978 Variationen iiber ein zahlentheoretisches Thema von Carl Friedrich 
Gauss. Base1 (Birkhluser Verlag). 183 p. (Variations on a NUMBER THEORY theme of 
C. F. GAUSS). The QUADRATIC RECIPROCITY THEOREM is presented as a theme "to provide 
a concrete representation of the mathematical accomplishments of Gauss as he 
devised various methods to tackle a mathematical problem." Gauss' first proof is 
presented, followed by 14 variations on his work by P. G. LEJEUNE-DIRICHLET, 
LEGENDRE, J. KONIG, G. EISENSTEIN, G. FROBENIUS, K. HENSEL, D. MIRIMANOFF, 
L. KRONECKER, and others. Bibliography of 46 items. (ACL). #801. - 
GELLERT W & K;iSTNER H & NEUBER S editors 1977 Lexikon der Mathematik. VEB 
Bibliographisches Institut Leipzig. 624 p. This is intended primarily as a 
REFERENCE for non-mathematical scientists and students through the university level. 
Longer articles, e.g., on continuity (5 pages), coordinate systems, groups, and 
extrema, proceed from the elementary to more advanced levels. Historical connections 
are provided by biographical articles by K. H. Scholte and J. Ilgauds. Though there 
are only a few references to further literature, its substantial detail, and wide 
range of topics, plus a double-column format, probably enable this work to contain 
more information than the multi-volume work #803. (ACL). #802. - - 
ATHEN H & BRUHN J editors 1976-77 Lexikon der Schulmathematik und angrenzender 
Gebiete. Vol. l-3 (A-R). KMln (Aulis Verlag Deubner & Co, KG). This REFERENCE work 
includes material related to the German mathematical curriculum through the first 
year of university. It is thus not as advanced as #802 but does include many refernces 
to further literature (generally in German), portraiiS; and a 2-page article on history 
of mathematics (with a 23-item bibliography) as well as biographical articles. The 
equivalent in French and English is given for each mathematical term. (ACL). #803. - 
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AL-DAFFA' A A 1977 The Muslim contribution to mathematics. London (Humanities 
Press/Groom Helm). 121 p. The "golden age" in ARABIC MATHEMATICS, seventh 
through thirteenth centuries, is described in simple, straightforward and well- 
referenced fashion. 16 p. bibliography, including many standard, general 
references. (ACL). #804 -* 
GOLDSTINE H H 1977 A history of NUMERICAL ANALYSIS from the 16th through the 19th 
century. New York et al. (Springer). 348 p. Analyses and commentaries are given for 
the major relevant works of: BURGI, NAPIER, KEPLER, NEWTON, MACLAURIN, STIRLING, 
LEIBNIZ, EULER, LAGRANGE, LAPLACE, LEGENDRE, GAUSS, JACOBI, CAUCHY, and HERMITE. 
20 page bibliography. (ACL). #805 -* 
DUBBEY J M 1978 The mathematical work of CHARLES BABBAGE. Cambridge (Cambridge 
University Press). 23.5 p. Beginning with the poor state of mathematics in England 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, Babbage's contribution, starting as a 
member of the ANALYTICAL SOCIETY, to improve it are described. Babbage's unpublished 
papers in the British Library are used, especially "The Philosophy of Analysis." 
A substantial chapter is devoted to "Babbage and his COMPUTERS." (ACL). #806 -* 
HEYDE C C & SENETA E 1977 I. J. BIENAYME: STATISTICAL THEORY anticipated. Studies 
in the History of Mathematics and Physical Sciences, 3. New York et al. (Springer). 
172 p. The work of Bienaym6 (1796-1878), an associate of L. A. J. QUETELET, P. L. 
CHEBYSHEV, and A. A. COURNOT, is described in historical context, especially that on 
LEAST SQUqRES (including the controversy with CAUCHY), the LAW OF LARGE NUMBERS, the 
"(BIENAYME-) cH~wsm INEQUALITY", and the concept of SUFFICIENCY--in all of which 
he made significant original contributions. List of his publications and 20-page 
bibliography. Portrait. (ACL). #807 -- 
CENTRE UNIVERSITAIRE DE LUXEMBOURG 1978 Langage et Pen&e Mathgmatiques: Actes du 
Colloque International organis au Centre Univ. de Luxembourg les 9, 10 et 11 juin 
1976. Luxembourg (Centre Univ. de Luxembourg). 455 p. A collection of papers on 
the interaction of THOUGHT AND LANGUAGE IN MATHEMATICS. Items most relevant to 
history of mathematics are abstracted below. (ACL). #808 -* 
HIRSCH G 1978 Langage et Pen&e mathematiques: ce que nous montre l'histoire des 
mathgmatiques. p. 35-57 in $808. - Examples from the history of mathematics are used 
to show that the "paradigm" in mathematics is in general never rejected but only 
altered. Mention is made of the usefulness of studying mathematical terminology in 
this connection. HISTORICGRAPHY. (ACL). #809. 
ISTORIYA I METODOLOGIYA ESTESTVENNYKH NAUK (The History and Methodology of Science). 
1974 Vol. XVI. (Moscow University). 254 p. 24 articles mainly in the history of 
mathematics and mechanics. Individual articles are abstracted below. (ERP). #810. - 
RYBNIKOV K A 1974 0 metodologicheskikh osnovakh vyshevo matematicheskovo 
obrazovaniya (On the Methodological Foundations of Higher MATHEMATICAL EDUCATION). 
In #E, 3-8. Abstractions must be related to practical problems and it is 
important to understand their origins as well as the attempts to solve them, it is 
argued. The author lists such methodological problems for study as: the nature of 
MATHEMATICAL ABSTRACTION, the AXIOMATIC METHOD, CONSTRUCTIVISM, and the LENINIST 
THEORY OF REVERBERATION AND MATHEMATICS. (ERP). #811. 
KISELEVA N A 1974 0 kharaktere otnocitelnoi samostoyatelnosti matematiki (On the 
Nature of the Independence of Mathematics). In #E, 9-24. It is argued that mathe- 
matics cannot be characterized only as a formal system, that the absolute independence 
of mathematics from realitv is an illusion. MATHEMATICS and REALITY. PHILOSOPHY. 
AXIOMATICS. LOGIC. MARX ic. ENGELS F. DIEUDONNf J. HILBERT D. POINCARB H. 
KOLMOGOROV A. (ERP). #812. 
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BASHMAKOVA I G & SLAVUTIN E I 1974 Metod posledovatelnykh priblizhenii v "Arifmetike" 
Diafonta (The Method of Approximating Sequences in Diophantus' Arithmetic). In #E, 
25-35. Problems 9, 11 and 14 of the ARITHMETICA of DIOPHANTUS are discussed. 
APPROXIMATIONS. PELL-FERMAT EQUATION. (ERP). #813. 
BEREZKINA E I 1974 0 matematicheskikh metodakh drevnikh (On the Mathematical Methods 
of the Ancients). In NM, 36-50. PYTHAGOREAN THEOREM. ORIGINS OF GEOMETRY. 
AREAS. VOLUMES. APPROXIMATIONS. LUI HUI. SUN TSI. (ERP). #814. 
GOLOVINSKII I A 1974 Raboty Nyutona po teorii interpolatsii (The Work of NEWTON in 
the theory of INTERPOLATION). In #9, 51-62. AREAS. TRAPEZOIDAL APPROXIMATIONS. 
ROOTS. HARRIOT T. WALLIS J. BRIGGS H. LEIBNIZ W. SMITH J. NEWTON-STIRLING and 
NEWTON-BESSEL FORMULAS. (ERP). #815. 
DOROFEEVA V 1974 Sozdanie klassicheskoi teorii integralnykh uravnenii s 
simmetricheskim yadrom (Creation of the Classical Theory of INTEGRAL EQUATIONS with- 
a Symmetric Kernel). In #E, 63-77. HILBERT D. FREDHOLM E. SCHWARZ H. POINCARE 
H. NEUMANN C G. STEKLOV V. HURWITZ A. (ERP). #816. 
DRAGALIN A G 1974 Intuitsionistikaya logika i c-simbol Gilberta (INTUITIONIST 
LOGIC and the c-symbol of HILBERT). In ff%, 78-84. BERNAYS P. KLEENE S. (ERP). 
$817. 
KANUNOV N F 1974 Neopublikovannoe pismo F. Shura (An Unpublished Letter of F. SCHUR). 
In #810, 85-87. A letter supporting the bid of F. E. MOLIN for the chair in mathe- 
matirat DORPAT (TARTU) UNIVERSITY. HYPERCOMPLEX NUMBERS. POLITICS. (ERP). #818. 
KROTKOVA N G 1974 0 dokazatelstve teoremy Gamiltona-Keli (On the Proof of the 
HAMILTON-CAYLEY THEOREM). In #E, 88-97. Hamilton almost proved the theorem for 
QUATERNIONS. (ERP). #819. 
KUZICHEVA Z A 1974 Nekotorye problemy algebry logiki XIX veka (Some Problems in the 
ALGEBRA of LOGIC in the XIX Century). In #z, 98-105. SYMBOLIC EXPRESSIONS. 
JEVONS W. PORETSKII P. (ERP). #820. 
KUZICHEV A S 1974 Printsip kombinatornoi polnoty v matematicheskoi logike (The 
PRINCIPLE of COMBINATORIAL COMPLETENESS in Mathematical LOGIC). In #s, 106-127. 
Systems of COMBINATORIAL LOGIC. CHURCH A. SCHONFINKEL M. CURRY H. ROSSER J. 
(ERP). #821. 
KUZICHEV A S 1974 Zadacha Venna (The Problem of VENN). In #x, 128-136. LOGICAL 
ALGEBRA. VENN DIAGRAMS. COUTURAT L. (ERP). #822. 
LEBEG A 1974 Ob odnom svoistve funktsii (On a Property of Functions). In #e, 
137-140. A translation of a paper by H. LEBESGUE (Comptes Rendus, Acad. Sci., 
Paris, 1903 (137), 1228-1230) with commentary by F. MEDVEDEV. (ERP). #823. 
MARKUSH I I 1974 K voprosu o sozdanii Peterburgskoi-Leningradskoi shkoly matemati- 
cheskoi fiziki V. A. Steklova (On the Creation of the Petersburg-Leningrad School of 
Mathematical Physics of V. A. STEKLOV). In #u, 141-153. Steklov (1864-1926) is 
regarded as the founder of the first Russian school of mathematical physics. His 
major work and influence on students is described. (ERP). #824. 
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ONDAR KH 0 1974 0 vzaimnom vliyanii akademika A. A. Markova i professora A. A. 
Chuprova v oblasti nauchnoi metologii (On the mutual influence of Academician A. A. 
MARKOV and Professor A. A. CHUPROV in the Field of Scientific Methodology). In 
#e, 154-158. Discussion of the correspondence between MARKOV and CHUPROV (1910- 
1917) on questions in the theory of PROBABILITY and MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. See 
#836. (ERP). #825. 
PETROVA S S 1974 Raboty Brissona po matematicheskomu analizu (Brisson's Work in 
Mathematical Analysis). In #G, 159-167. B. BRISSON (1777-1828), an engineer and 
canal builder, introduced the method of integrating linear, hyperbolic, second order 
PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS, later called the method of CASCADES. He introduced 
symbolic methods, OPERATORS. CAUCHY. (ERP). #826. 
SIMONOV I I 1974 0 nekotorykh funktsionalnykh otobrazheniyakh u Eilera, Laplasa i 
Abelya (Functionals in the Works of EULER, LAPLACE and ABEL). In #E, 168-182. 
Origin of some ideas in FUNCTIONAL ANALYSIS. LAPLACE TRANSFORM. DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS. ABEL'S GENERATING FUNCTIONS. (ERP). #827. 
SIMONOV R A 1974 Rekonstruktsiya po tainopisyam XIV v. drevnorusskovo matematiches- 
kovo dokumenta (A Cryptographic Reconstruction of a Fourteenth Century Mathematical 
Document). In #x, 183-190. The early history of mathematical ideas in Russia is 
studied by cryptographic analysis of old documents. (ERP). #828, 
SLAVUTIN E I 1974 0 Matematicheskikh metodakh drevnikh [printsip obrashcheniya] 
(On the Mathematical Methods of the Ancients [The Principal of Inversion]). In #s, 
191-199. Prototypical examples of the IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM in ancient times. 
(ERP). #829. 
SHKOLENOK G A 1974 Spetstialnye kremonavy preobrazovaniya na ploskosti i v 
prostranstve v rabotakh angliskikh matematikov XVII-XVIII vv. (Special CREMONA 
TRANSFORMATIONS in the Plane and in Suace in the Work of Seventeenth and Eighteenth 
Century English Mathematicians). In #x, 200-211. NEWTON I. MACLAURIN C: 
BRAIKENRIDGE W. (ERP). #830. 
ALEKSANDROVA M A 1974 Pedagogicheskaya deyatelnost P. Ya. Gamelei i evo kurs 
"Nachalnye Osnovaniya mekhaniki" [1803] (The Pedagogical Activities of P. Y. 
GAMALEYA and his course "The foundations of mechanics" [1803]). In #G, 211-223. 
PEDAGOGY. RUSSIA. MECHANICS. (ERP). #831. 
KUDRYASHOVA L V & STEPANOVA L A 1974 Geometricheskie metody v dinamike tverdovo tela 
[ot Puanso do nashikh dnei] (GEOMETRICAL METHODS in the DYNAMICS of a RIGID BODY). 
In $810, 224-235. Rigid Body motion with a FIXED POINT. GYROSCOPE. POINSOT L. 
STEKLOV V. CHAPLYGIN S. KOVALEVSKAYA S. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (ERP). #832. 
TYULINA I A 1974 Dva rannikh issledovaniya po mekhanike otnositelnovo dvizheniya 
materialnoi tochki (Two early investigations in the MECHANICS of a material point). 
In #z, 236-241. CORIOLIS G. EULER L. (ERP). #833. 
CHINENOVA V N 1974 Ranie kursy kinematiki [frantsuzkaya shkola industrialnoi 
mekhaniki] (Early courses in MECHANICS [The FRENCH SCHOOL OF INDUSTRIAL MECHANICS]). 
In #e, 242-253. (ERP). #834. 
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EGANYAN A M 1977 Iz istorii algebry (From the history of algebra). Erevan (Luis). 
175 p. Survey of BABYLONIAN, EGYPTIAN and GREEK ALGEBRA. Origins of LEONARDO F 
PISA'S BOOK OF THE ABACUS. ----- Contains many problems and solutions (using modern notation). Designemarily for secondary school teachers. (ERP). #835 -* 
MARKOV A A & CHUPROV A A 1977 0 teorii veroyatnostei i i matematicheskoi statistike 
(On the theory of probability and mathematical statistics). Moscow (Nauka). 197 p. 
Correspondence between MARKOV and CHUPROV (1910-1917) on questions in the theory of 
PROBABILITY and MATHEMATICAL STATISTICS. Appendix: discussion of letters. (ERP). 
#836 -* 
SARTON MAY 1976 An Informal Portrait of George Sarton. Ch. 1 (pp. 27-46) of A 
World of Light: Portraits and Celebrations. New York (W W Norton and Co). Th% 
chapteroriginally appeared under the same title and with minor editorial differences 
in the Texas Quarterly, vol. v (1962), no. 3, 101-112. Photograph, no bibliography. 
GEORGE SARTON. May Sarton is a novelist and poet and this is a personal reminiscence 
of her father, a "bouquet". (J. Albree). #837. 
GRATTAN-GUINNESS I 1978 How BERTRAND RUSSELL discovered his PARADOX. HM 5, 127- 
137. A conjectural re-construction of Russell's paradox of the class of all classes. 
(ACL). #838. 
NEUENSCHWANDER  1978 The CASORATI-WEIERSTRASS THEOREM (Studies in the history of 
COMPLEX FUNCTION THEORY I). HM 5, 139-166. (ACL). #839. 
FORBES ERIC G 1978 The astronomical work of CARL FRIEDRICH GAUSS (1777-1855). 
H-4 5, 167-181. (ACL). #840. 
SPROTT D A 1978 GAUSS's contribution to STATISTICS. HM 5, 183-203. THEORY OF 
ESTIMATION. (ACL). #841. 
UNGURU SABETAI 1978 A thirteenth century 'proof' of the PARALLEL POSTULATE. 
ml 5, 205-210. Proposition I.14 of WITELO's Perspectiva. (ACL). #842. 
CRILLY TONY 1978 CAYLEY's anticipation of a generalised CAYLEY-HAMILTON THEOREM. 
HI-4 5, 211-219. (ACL). #843. 
GILLINGS R J 1978 Response to "Some comments on R. J. Gillings' analysis of the 
2/n table in the RHIND PAPYRUS". HM 5, 221-227. (ACL). #844. 
MACKENZIE DONALD 1978 Workshop on the SOCIOLOGY OF MATHEMATICAL KNOWLEDGE and the 
SOCIAL HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS. HM 5, 228-229. (ACL). #845. 
GORTLER H 1975 Zur Geschichte des n-Theorems. Zeitschr. f. angew. Math. und Mech. 
55, 3-8. The forgotten work on the PI THEOREM by A. FEDERMANN (St. Petersburg, 1911) 
is taken as the starting point for a revision of ,its history as represented in texts 
in DIMENSIONAL ANALYSIS and MODEL THEORY. (ACL). #846. 
EVANS GILLIAN R 1977 From ABACUS to ALGORISM: theory and practice in medieval 
arithmetic. British J. for the History of Science 10, 114-131. (Colin R. Fletcher). 
#847. 
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SWETZ F 1978 Mysticism and magic in the NUMBER SQUARES of old CHINA. Mathematics 
Teacher 71, 50-56. Origins of magic squares. Use of Yin-Yang principle and other 
methods of forming magic squares up to order nine. (J. K. Bidwell). t848. 
HALLERBERG A E 1978 Squaring the circle--for fun and profit. Mathematics Teacher 
71, 247-255. A series of eight problem studies (and solutions) concerning circles, 
squares and II. EGYPTIAN and BABYLONIAN computation for n, other more modern 
approximation methods for a. LINDEMANN is mentioned and photograph of bust is 
included. (J. K. Bidwell). #849. 
SMITH DAVID A 1977 Human population growth: stability or explosion? Math. 
Magazine 50, 186-197. Historical survey of various MATHEMATICAL MODELS of POPULATION 
GROWTH, including those of T. MALTHUS, P. F. VERHULST, H. VON FOERSTER, and others. 
(Il. E. Kullman). #850. 
HELGASON SIGURDUR 1977 Invariant DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS on homogeneous manifolds. 
Bull. Amer. Math. Sot. 83 (S), 751-774. Includes an account of the historical origina 
of LIE GROUP THEORY. BIBLIOGRAPHY. (Il. E. Kullman). #851. 
EPSTEIN SHELDON & HOCHBERG MURRARY 1977 A Talmudic approach to the area of a circle. 
Math. Magazine 50, 210 An elementary "proof I' of the formula for the AREA OF A CIRCLE 
can be found in the commentaries of the TALMUD. (D. E. Kullman). #852. 
ANON 1977 Prize funds. Notices Amer. Math. Sot. 24(7), 460-462. A listing of 
mathematical PRIZES awarded by the AMERICAN MATHEMATICAL SOCIETY since 1923, along 
with prizewinning works of the recipients. (D. E. Kullman). #853. 
SMALE S 1978 MARSTON MORSE (1892-1977). Mathematical Intelligencer 1, 33-34. 
GLOBAL ANALYSIS. Place in AMERICAN MATHEMATICS. (David E. Zitarelli). #854. 
MULLER G H 1978 PAUL J. BERNAYS (1888-1977). Mathematical Intelligencer 1, 27-28. 
Obituary with main themes of his work. FOUNDATIONS. E ZERMELO. D HILBERT. 
PHOTOGRAPH. (David E. Zitarelli). #855. 
ABHYANKAR S 1978 G. CHRYSTAL; Algebra - Parts I and II. Mathematical Intelligencer 
1, 37. Spontaneous thoughts on this classic TEXT on ALGEBRA. (David E. Zitarelli). 
#856. 
BATEMAN P & DIAMOND H 1978 JOHN E LITTLEWOOD (1885-1977). An informal obituary. 
Mathematical Intelligencer 1, 28-33. CAMBRIDGE. ANALYSIS. ANALYTIC NUMBER THEORY. 
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